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SCAFFOLDING AND HOISTS
The Metropolitan Opera House, or Met, is
undergoing a $56 million restoration as a new
concert venue. Superior Scaffold was brought
in by GC Domus, Inc. to provide access.

The Philadelphia
Metropolitan Opera
House comes to life
Superior Scaffold was brought in by contractor Domus to
provide entire access to the building's interior and exterior.

T

he Metropolitan Opera House, or
Met, located at 858 N. Broad Street,
Philadelphia is undergoing a $56 million
restoration as a new Live Nation concert venue.
The beautiful building had been sitting vacant
for years. The 39,200-square foot theater was
built in 1908 by Oscar Hammerstein I and called
the Philadelphia Opera House. When it first
opened in it was home to the Philadelphia Opera
Company and sat some 4,000 people as the
largest venue of its kind in the world. In 1910
Hammerstein sold it to the Metropolitan Opera of
New York and ever since it’s been known as the
Metropolitan or Met.
The large building that takes up a full city block
at Broad and Poplar Streets will be converted
into a 3,500-person venue. The main theater
will be transformed for seated and standing-only
general-admission concerts; however, the opera

The main theater, pictured here, will be
transformed for seated and standing-only
general-admission concerts.
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house will also contain smaller rooms that could
be used as additional performance spaces.
The building boasts decorative artwork,
ceilings, walls, balconies and architecture and
will open in December 2018.
Superior Scaffold was brought in by GC
Domus, Inc. to provide access to the entire
interior and exterior of the building. And what an
enormous job it was, Superior said.
“Let’s start with the interior of the theater
itself,” the company said. “This gigantic theater
was a real challenge because of the slope
elevation where the seats and walkways go.
We had to get multiple restoration crews to the
ceiling and all sides of the theater. To do that we
used system scaffold that was 120-feet-wide
by 162-feet-long with a deck that sat just below
the ceiling at approximately 75-feet-high. We
also provided work decks at every 6-foot, 6-inch
level to touch the exterior walls. We had two
stair towers, one on each side, to give everyone
access to their working position.”
The equipment was loaded in from access
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Marr’s long reach at One Dalton

The large building that takes up a full city
block at Broad and Poplar Streets will be
converted into a 3,500 person venue.
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There’s a new place to call home in Boston’s Back Bay and it resides at One Dalton
Street, the address of the new Four Seasons Hotel and Private Residences. One of the
newest additions to the city’s skyline, One Dalton has reached a height of 60 stories since
construction began in 2015. At completion, it will be 61 stories tall and stand 742 feet.
Three Marr entities – Daniel Marr & Son, Marr Scaffolding Company and Marr Crane &
Rigging – have been working for various contractors and subcontractors, including Suffolk
Construction and Liberty Construction for over a year now.
One Dalton is utilizing four external construction hoists to move the large number of
workers and materials up and down from all floors. Strategically, to save space on the
building’s facade and to allow more work to be completed on each floor as the building rises,
Daniel Marr & Son is erecting a common platform which extends out from the building and
contains the construction hoists. The common platform is comprised of four mast climber
tower sections, connected by aluminum framing and decked with plank and plywood and
Daniel Marr & Son erected a common
ties directly into the building. Each platform level is built on the ground and hoisted in place
platform for General Contractor
on top of the most recently completed floor.
Suffolk Construction at One Dalton.
Marr Scaffolding Company erected swing staging to provide safe access to the elevator
shafts for concrete finishing in the shafts and steel installation. Marr installed a 1.5-meter
Altrex platform to rotate inside the shaft area to patch concrete voids created by the form
doors near the stage and carted into place
work as well as allow ironworkers to install divider beams between the 11 shafts. Metro Glass & Metal
where crews then erected the scaffold. To
is utilizing Marr swing staging on the building’s exterior to access the shear concrete walls on the 24th
assist, Superior Scaffold enlisted the help of a
and 25th floors for glass installation. Marr Scaffolding provided two, 35-foot lengths of modular swing
1,000-pound BetaMax Maxial track material
staging with self-enclosed hoisting systems to
hoist. The Maxial Track scaffold hoist is a safe
prevent any damage. It was necessary that wire
and fast scaffold delivery system, according
winders be attached to the swing stage platform
to the company, and it is adaptable. Users can
to collect the steel hang wire; the swing stage
mount it inside or out and it is flexible enough to
moves up and down on the hang wire, which
work well with this configuration.
would traditionally hang to the ground.
Marr Scaffolding installed staging around
Getting down to work
the building’s three nodes for the installation
This enormous scaffold got painting, masonry,
of a stone façade by Kenneth Castellucci &
carpenter crews and more up the to the ornate
Associates, Inc. Systems scaffold was installed
ceiling where they could do their work.
80 feet high with one level of overhead
“Some of the art, colors and decorative
protection, a maintenance level of plank for
woodwork are fantastic,” Superior told ALH.
trolley maintenance and two working decks.
“This place is really going to sparkle when she
Marr’s Scaffold Division erected
is all done.”
systems scaffolding 80 feet high.
Superior also installed scaffold on three sides
of the building and debris netting for safety.
The front of the theater, Broad Street, has to
access to the work decks and the BetaMax
provide access to the façade, which includes
anchored to the sidewalk, engineered and rated
Maxial track hoist to get material up.
the illustrious balconies and also to the parapet
at 300 pounds.
The scaffolding on Poplar Street is 165-linealas well. Superior also installed a 245-lineal-foot
The lineal scaffold is 245-feet by 4-feet-wide
feet by 4-feet-wide with work decks every 6
canopy out front for pedestrian protection. It’s
and 65-feet high with work decks every 6 feet,
feet, 6 inches for access and a top deck that sits
10-feet-wide by 8-feet-high and has parapet
6 inches and a top deck approximately 4 feet
4 feet below the top of the wall. There is also a
walls on the perimeter of the canopy. It’s also
below top of wall. There is one stair tower for
stair tower to access the work decks and black
debris netting all the way around.
“With this renovation the hope is that the
North Broad Street corridor will get better and
better and attract people from all walks of life
into the area,” Superior said. “It’s all part of the
revitalization effort the city and developers have
embarked on.
“In its prior life this venue was an opera
house, a movie theater and a church. The
congregation still holds stake in the theater and
will continue to hold Sunday services at the
■
theater when it reopens in December.”
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